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Random House USA Inc, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand
new Book. Perfect for anyone fascinated by the Royal Wedding, Netflix's The Crown, or Wolf Hall,
this is a pitch-perfect reimagining of the romance and tragedy of Henry VIII and his six wives, told
from multiple points of view by some of your favorite authors.If you were one of King Henry VIII's six
wives, who would you be? Would you be Anne Boleyn, who literally lost her head? Would you be the
subject of rumor and scandal like Catherine Howard? Or would you get away and survive like Anna
of Cleves?Meet them and Henry's other queens--each bound for divorce or death--in this epic and
thrilling novel that reads like fantasy but really happened. Watch spellbound as each of these
women attempts to survive their unpredictable king as he grows more and more obsessed with
producing a male heir. And discover how the power-hungry court fanned the flames of Henry's
passions . . . and his most horrible impulses.Whether you're a huge fan of all things Tudor or new to
this jaw-dropping saga, you won't be able to get the unique voices of Henry and his wives--all
brought...
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Reviews
Very beneficial to all category of folks. We have study and that i am sure that i will planning to go through yet again again in the future. Its been printed in
an extremely straightforward way in fact it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where actually changed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Emmett Mann
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of great go through. It really is rally interesting throgh studying time. I am just quickly can get a satisfaction of
looking at a created pdf.
-- Alexandra Weissnat
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